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Doc and the boys from Iowa are heading North for their annual fishing trip to Canada. After
dozens of fly-in adventures in Northwest Ontario, and countless walleyes and northern pike
boated, their unlikely escapades are as much about friendship as fishing. Doc supplies a bait
bucket of laughs while offering his sage advice to help the guys deal with life's inevitable
obstacles. If you've ever spent time with a rod and a reel, you'll recognize yourself and your
friends in these refreshed versions of the popular In-Fisherman magazine feature that first
appeared in 1989. Perfect for enjoying in the living room, the bedroom or the throne room, here
are episodes 76 through 100 as Doc and his best buddies are having the times of their lives.

About the AuthorRAYMOND BUCKLAND is the British-born author of numerous books on
practical magick, including the bestselling Buckland’s Complete Book of Witchcraft, Practical
Color Magick, and Practical Candleburning Rituals. A protégé of the late Dr. Gerald Gardner, he
introduced Gardnerian Wicca to the United States in the 1960s and is a leading authority on
Witchcraft, voodoo, and the supernatural. He lives in north central Ohio. --This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Who Da Guy, “Best read. I've read all of North with Doc and they'e all excellent reads. Many of
us can identify with the stories as we fish and hunt for many years with the same bunch of guys
that we enjoy. It includes the anticipation, camadarie, the excitement and the humor that comes
along with doing things together.I only wish there were more books by the author.”

Michael T, “It's about fishing and more. This is the fourth volume I have purchased . Love the
humor , the friendships that develop over the years . And I see stories that parallel my own trips
up north .”

Lee from PA, “Puts a smile on your face. Entertaining easy reading that fisherman can enjoy”

Kelly Miller, “entertaining. Very funny book enjoyed every page. Been reading his articles for
years in In-fisherman magazine bought all five volumes and can't put down.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. I give any of the North With Doc books a 5 Star rating!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. I hope they produce more of these collections. The guys are
very entertaining.”

The book by Raymond Buckland has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 16 people have provided feedback.
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